
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 13 

 

1. A cleft on this feature’s southwest corner contains a stairwell dedicated to Cacus. Immediately to its west, the Crosier 
Generalate meets in the Basilica of St. George in Velabro. This site on the Via San Gregorio contains the frescoed 
ruins of the Aula Isiaca (AU-la i-SYA-ka) as well as the Loggia Mattei. The architect Rabirius dramatically altered 
the topography of this feature on which the Orti Farnesiani (OR-ti far-ne-si-AN-i) were later planted. The Vigna Barberini 
(VEEN-ya bar-be-REE-ni) is an artificial terrace attached to this location that contains the ruins of the Temple of Elagabalus 
(e-la-ga-BA-lus). Secondary summits of this feature which overlooks the Arch of Constantine include the Germalus, and it is 
connected by the ridge of the Velia to the adjacent Esquiline (ES-kwi-leen) Hill. The long-lost cave of Lupercal was 
identified on this hill in 2007. FTP, name this Italian hill which contains the Domus Flavia and the Augustine Palace 
overlooking the ruins of the Forum upon which Rome was founded. 

Answer: Palatine Hill 

2. Important rivers supporting these modern people are the Huacol (WA-kol) and the Patzotzil. The Cunén and Joyabaj 
(ho-YA-bah) dialects of their language have diverged to unintelligibility. Their population is found southwest of the 
Chuacus Mountains and east of the Cuchumatanes (koo-choo-ma-TA-nes). The precolumbian drama Rabinal Achí is 
written in the language of this people, which is the dominant tongue on the Resgualdo Plateau. Their urban population 
is organized into cofradias dedicated to a saint or deity, and Pascual Abaj (a-BAH) and Chutixtiox (choo-TISH-tyosh) are 
ceremonial centers of a religion of this people whose Catholic population especially reveres Santo Tomás Church in 
Chichicastenango (chi-chi-cas-te-NAN-go). This people share most of their culture with the Tz’utujul (TZOO-too-hool) and 
the Kaqchiquel (KAK-chi-kel). FTP, name this people group of eastern Sololá, Totonicapan (to-to-NI-ka-pan) and their 
namesake department, whose mythology is written in the Popol Vuh, the most populous of the decendants of the Maya. 

Answer: Quiche (K’ich’e) (Prompt on “Maya.”) 

3. Nearly four fifths of this city dwells in shantytowns called kombonis, which include the Chainama Hills settlement and 
Misisi (mi-SI-si), which is nearly completely cut off from the rest of it by a ring of refuse. This city grew up around an 
ancient burial mound known as Manda Hill. Its northern suburbs are predominantly Lenje-speaking, while Tonga 
predominates in its southern suburbs. Most of its residents adopt a lingua franca known as Town Nyanja. A freedom trail 
based in this city exhibits the offices of Edward Nkoloso (n-ko-LO-so), who attempted to establish a space program in this 
city when the African Liberation Center was based here. Herbert Chitepo was assassinated at its Mulungushi (moo-loon-
GOO-shi) Conference Center, which saw the election of Nelson Mandela as deputy ANC president and the signing of 
accords which led to withdrawal of South Africa from the Angolan Civil War. The Great North Road and Great East Road 
meet in this city, which replaced Livingston as a colonial administration center. FTP, name this capital of Zambia. 

Answer: Lusaka 

4. A namesake fault is responsible for the width of this location’s Vocha Plain. Its largest lake is the Vouliagmenis (voo-
lyag-MEN-is), a lagoon in Perachora (pe-ra-KO-ra). A mountain range running from Solomos to Xylokeriza (zai-lo-
ke-RIZ-a), Mt. Oneion (o-NAI-on), enters this location from the south. The ports of Psatha and Loutraki are found on 
its western coast, while its east is dominated by the valley of the Kineta. A wolfpack introduced to the forests of its 
Geraneia Mountains is the southernmost pack in Europe. A fight over this location was arbitrated by Briareus, who 
awarded Helios its most strategic hill, but gave the lion’s share to Poseidon. The Patera Range is the northern limit of this 
location across which a conquering empire built the Hexamilian (hex-a-MIL-ian) Wall. Two submersible bridges are now 
found on a canal that replaced the Diolkos, which was started by Nero on this strip of land west of Eleusa. FTP, name this 
land bridge connecting Ionia to the Peloponnesian (pe-lo-po-NE-zhan) Peninsula, home to a city that was the recipient of the 
second and third of the Pauline epistles. 

Answer: Isthmus of Corinth 

5. Womboko and Mokpwe are the dominant languages spoken around this mountain. The Bomboko Forest Reserve is 
found on the northeast side of this mountain. Two endemic balsam species, impatiens grandisepala (im-PA-tiens gran-



di-SE-pa-la), as well as one named for its satellite peak, Mt. Etinde only grow on this peak. A translation for a native 
name for this peak, Monga-ma-Loba, is a near match to a peak once described as “…a flame taller than the other 
flames and rising to the stars” which was called “Chariot of the Gods” in ancient times, though Mt. Kakulima (ka-ku-
LI-ma) is an alternative to that theory, which implies that Hanno the Navigator saw this mountain just before 
encountering a race he named “Gorillae.” The Meyer and Waldau craters are vents on this peak, the chief of which is its 
most active Fako crater. The town of Buea is the largest community on the slopes of this mountain, though the town of 
Debundscha (de-BUND-sha) at its western foot is famous for being the 5th wettest community on Earth. FTP, name this 
tallest peak on the west coast of Africa, an active volcano on a namesake “line” which is named for a country. 

Answer: Mt. Cameroon (the descriptions are from the Periplus of Hanno in Carthage) 

6. This country’s capital contains a tower used to peer into its kitchens called the Kiek-in-de-Kock. Ahi Lake is a sacred 
lake in this country’s Karula National Park. A people living northeast of this country may have connected the origin 
of fire to another lake in a relatively recent meteorite crater named Kaali, which is located on an island in this country. 
That island also features the Tagamoisu (ta-ga-MOI-su) Peninsula. The Pandivere (pan-di-VE-ray) and Otepaa are uplands in 
this country’s east-central region, and its highest point, in the Haanja Upland, is Great Egg Hill, which a certain giant from 
this country once used as a pillow; that giant was later killed by his own sword while wading in the Kääpa River. Lake Vorts 
is the largest lake completely within this country whose eastern border features a larger lake fed by the Ema and Vohandu 
Rivers, which is drained by the Narva River. FTP, name this country located to the west of Lake Peipus on the Gulf of 
Finland with capital Tallinn. 

Answer: Estonia or Eesti Vabariik 

7. A rare form of mesothelioma caused by the mineral erionite exists in this region’s cities of Serihidir (se-RI-hi-dir) and 
Tuzkoy. The town of Kanesh supplies the oldest inscriptions in this region, which are in the Luwian script; a more 
recent dialect is called Karamanlica (ka-ra-MAN-li-ka). This region contains the pink-tinged ignimbrites of the Rose 
Valley. The present city of Kultepe was built on the ruins of this region’s oldest civilization. Mt. Erciyes is an extinct volcano 
and this region’s highest mountain. Locations such as Meryemana, El Nazar and St. Barbara Kilise are found within its 
Goreme National Park, which is known for erosional features called fairy chimneys. Iconoclasts and Seljuk invasions swelled 
its settlements of Derinkuyu (de-rin-KU-yu) and Kaymakli. Located between the Taurus Mountains and Pontus, FTP, name 
this region of Anatolia centered around Kayseri whose badlands hold cave churches, monasteries and underground cities. 

Answer: Cappadocia or Gamirk (anti-prompt on “Nevşehir” if given during the reading of the first sentence) 

8. One of these areas is located at the foot of the Morro Dois Irmãos, overlooks the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon and is 
called Vidigal. The industrial development of the Meyer district created one called Jacarezinho (ja-ka-rei-ZEEN-yo). 
A funicular railway once served the example of Dona Marta, which is located on the edge of the Botafogo and 
Laranjeiras (la-ran-JEI-ras) districts, while a group of them, the Complexo do Alemão (kom-PLE-sho do a-le-MAO) is 
now served by a cable car. The first of them was named for a hill in Canudos populated by a certain species of spurge tree, 
and is now the neighborhood of Providencia. Phillip Glass composed a theme and variations based on Ravel’s Bolero but 
utilizing the rhythms of the Samba named after the largest of these places, which surrounds the steep slopes of the Pedra da 
Gavea in São Conrado and is in imminent danger of landslide, the neighborhood of Rocinha (ro-SEEN-ya). FTP, name these 
slums found on the hillsides above Ipanema and Copacabana, the home of many of Rio de Janeiro’s working poor. 

Answer: favelas 

9. The ruins of Raqqada, which contains this city’s treasured Blue Koran, are located to its southwest, and it itself was 
founded on the Byzantine ruins of Kamounia (ka-moo-NEE-ya). The Zaouia (wa-WI-ya) of Sidi Abid el-Gharani 
contains the remains of Abu Djama, a companion of Muhammad, whose three beard hairs are preserved in its 
Mosque of the Barber. The Bab ech Chouhade (bab ech SHOO-had) accesses this city’s medina, which contains the 
sculpted façade of the Mosque of the Three Doors, and a structure to which seven pilgrimages are said to be equivalent to 
a Hajj. That mosque, the Grand Mosquee of Sidi Oqbah contains the oldest minaret in the world. Armies that conquered 
Sicily in the 9th Century were directed from this city, a former learning center of the Aghlabites (a-GLAB-ites). FTP, name 
this fifth holiest site in Islam that climaxed as a Zirid capital of the Maghreb, whose waters are said to be connected to 
Mecca, located between Sfax and Tunis. 

Answer: Kairouan (a note on Islamic rankings: this question takes both Sunni and Shia holy sites into account) 

10. This city was built on the lands of the Ngunnawal (GUN-a-wal) People on four plains, including the Limestone Plain 
and the Gininderra (gin-in-DE-ra) Plain. A garden in this city was based on the Keukenhof (KOI-ken-hof) Gardens in 
the Netherlands and celebrates the largest wildflower festival in its hemisphere. The building of Scrivener dam in this 



city created its Jerrabomberra Wetlands. Telstra Tower is located on the summit of this city’s Black Mountain, and this city’s 
circular layout is best viewed from Mt. Ainslie. Wildfires, including a rare fire tornado, damaged this city’s suburbs of 
Weston Creek and Tuggeranong (tug-GER-a-nong) in 2003, and its Mt. Stromlo Stellar Observatory has only partially been 
restored. This city’s most famous residence is the Yarralumla (ya-ra-LOOM-la). This city is located along the Molonglo 
River on a lake named for its architect, Lake Burley-Griffin. FTP, name this capital of Australia. 

Answer: Canberra 

11. The gilded Dagmar Cross was found in a tomb on this landmass. Its northwesternmost forest is its Troldeskoven, or 
witches’ wood, known for its twisted pines. A geologic age named for this place is the central stage of the Paleogene 
epoch whose limestone is exposed at its Stevns Klimt. A Gerre of Schonberg recounts a legend of this island involving a 
boar-hunting king that was cursed to endure a skeletal ride; that legend also appears in a certain First Symphony subtitled 
“On [this place’s] Fair Plain.” This island is indented in the south by Bøgestrøm (BO-ge-strom) and in the north by Isefjord. 
The Faro Bridge connect this island to is southern neighbor of Falstrøm, while the Great Belt Fixed Link connects this island 
to its western neighbor of Fyn. The ghosts of King Valdemar and his riders haunt, FTP, what island, the home of Roskilde 
and Kronborg Castle in Helsingør, the most populous island in Denmark upon which Copenhagen may be found? 

Answer: Sjælland or Zealand 

12. The Valle de Bao and Valle de Tétero are found at the base of this peak. It is most commonly accessed from its moist 
northern side from La Ciénaga de Manabao through Compartición, beginning in Bermudez Park. Another route 
follows the La Guajara (la gwa-HA-ra) River from Mata Grande. A col on the summit of this peak is the Col del 
Baíto, and La Rucilla (la ru-SI-ya) and La Paloma are sometimes considered its second and third summits. Its base 
town of Jarabacoa (ja-ra-ba-KO-wa) is the gateway town for José del Carmen Ramirez National Park. The Yaque (YA-kay) 
del Sur drains from this peak into the San Juan Valley, while the Yaque (YA-kay) del Norte, which flows through Santiago, 
enters the Cibao Valley from this mountain in the Cordillera (kor-di-YE-ra) Central, a range also known as the Massif du 
Nord. FTP, name this mountain in the Greater Antilles which was once named Mt. Trujillo (troo-HEE-yo), the highest point 
in the Caribbean and its nation, the Dominican Republic. 

Answer: Pico Duarte 

13. A castle on this river contains an oubliette called the Starving Tower and the red-looped Queen’s residence Barbara’s 
Palace. Another was the home of the servant flayer Miklos Draskovics (MEE-klos DRASK-o-vich) and was filmed as 
the castle from Nosferatu. This river flows through the Vel’ka Fatra National Park, which contains the preserved log 
town of Vlkolinec (vul-ko-li-NETS), after passing through the Tiesňavi (tyesh-NA-vi) Gorge into the Vrátna Valley, where 
it absorbs the Turiec (toor-YETS). “Around Strečno (STRECH-no)” and “From Liptov to Orava” are two movements of a 
five-part tone poem focusing on this river by Alexander Moyzes which was based on Ma Vlast. This river enters the Ilava 
Basin north of the Stražov (stra-ZHOV) Mountains, flows through Trencin (TREN-tsin), and meets the Nitra at Hlohovec 
(hlo-ho-VETS). This river defines the east side of Great Rye Island, part of its nation’s breadbasket, north of Komarno. Its 
source is the confluence of its Black and White forks in the Tatra Mountains, and it flows southwest into the Danube. FTP, 
name this major river of Slovakia. 

Answer: Vah River 

14. The name of this desert is shared by the dominant language of the Maha people of its western reaches, while the 
eastern Halenga and Arteiga people are found in is eastern uplands. The Medemia Palm is endemic to oases in this 
desert. The ghost harbor of Suakin is found on an island off its eastern coast. An ancient temple complex in this desert 
watched over by a cobra-shaped pinnacle with a crownlike tip is the Jebel Barkhal of Karima. A boundary in its north 
between the Beja and Ababda spheres of influence is the origin of the dispute over the Halaib Triangle. That dispute also 
created its terra nullis of Bir Tawil. The ancient kingdom of Wawat was a part of this desert which begins at the Wadi Halfa 
south of Lake Nasser. FTP, name this desert containing the cities of Napata and Meroë located between the second and sixth 
cataracts of the Nile and the Red Sea Hills, named for an ancient empire south of Egypt. 

Answer: Nubian Desert 

15. This city contains a number of structures dedicated to the production of obsidian from the mines of Pachuca. It is 
surrounded by raised reed beds called chinampas. A sinkhole beneath this location leads to a cavern whose pyrite 
crystals and pools of mercury lakes depict the underworld. Xala (HA-la) is a structure to its east containing notable 
murals, while Zacuala and Yayahuala (ya-ya-WA-la) are rudimentary apartment complexes in its west. A figure sporting a 
fanged nosepiece and a shield of spider webs is found on its Tepantitla (te-pan-TEET-la) Palace. Its Palace of the Quetzal 
Butterfly was likely a priest’s quarters. This city’s Teopancazco (tyo-pan-KAZ-ko) section contained a Oaxacan (wa-HA-



kan) ghetto. It was organized along the Calzada de los Muertos, and includes the Palace of the Jaguars and the Temple of the 
Plumed Conch Shells, which lie opposite of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl (ket-zal-KWA-tl). FTP, name this ruin northeast of 
Mexico City known for its Pyramids of the Sun and Moon. 

Answer: Teotihuacán 

16. A sacred mountain to the north of this city has a name that translates to “hands held together in prayer.” Upstream of 
this city lies the Yangbajain Geothermal Field, which may be a source of pollution for the Duilong River which flows 
into this city’s main waterway. A thousand-armed statue, the Chenresig, is the centerpiece of the Sere Monastery in 
this city, and its Barkor District is the center of a pilgrimage ending at Jokhang Temple. The steep escarpment of the 
Nyainqen Tanglha Mountains rises over this city. This city assumed its hegemony when a royal residence was built on Marpo 
Ri by Songtsen Gampo, an eminence it lost when Zhou En-lai sent troops to protect that residence, Potala Palace, from the 
Red Guard. FTP, name this former residence of the Dalai Lama and capital of Tibet. 

Answer: Lhasa 

17. The soul of Kartlos is supposedly entombed in a mountain directly north of this city. The ruined Fort of Armazi lies 
on Mt. Bagineti (ba-gi-NE-ti) in this city. A cross erected on the Sagurami (sa-gu-RA-mi) Hills overlooking this city by 
a proselytizing saint eventually became its Jvari (JVA-ri) Church. Another cathedral built from a felled cedar that 
grew from the Grave of Sidonia contained a miraculous floating column, and is Sveti Tskhoveli (SVE-ti sko-VE-li), 
which houses the royal tomb of Irakli II, as well as the tomb of a 5th Century prince who followed a wounded deer from this 
city to a hot spring on Mt. Tabori. A capital city that succeeded this one was built by that prince, Vakhtang Gorgasali (VAK-
tang gor-ga-SA-li). This city lies at the junction of the Aragvi and Mtkvari (TKVA-ri) Rivers on its nation’s Military 
Highway, and contains the tombs of King Mirian and Queen Nana, who accepted Christianity from St. Nino. FTP, name this 
coronation site of the Georgian monarchy and ancient seat of the Georgian Orthodox Church. 

Answer: Mtskheta (pronounced “Skayta” but accept phonemic pronunciation) 

18. The Cooper Bay Dislocation and the early biostratigraphy of the Maurice Ewing Bank provide the keys for the 
evolution of this body of water. The Pirie Bank separates Dove and Protector Basins beneath this body of water to the 
west of Discovery Bank and Herdman Bank, which may represent uplift associated with the remains of the previously 
subducted Phoenix Plate. The Lyell Glacier flows to Harpon Bay on an island at the edge of this sea. The Lemaire Strait 
begins a reverse crescent feature associated with this sea that begins with Isla de los Estados and includes Beauchaine (bo-
SHAYN) Island, both of which are part of the Burdwood Bank. A harrowing crossing of this sea was made in the lifeboat 
James Caird from Elephant Island to Grytviken (GREET-vee-ken); the captain of that lifeboat names the Shackleton Fracture 
Zone between this sea and the Drake Passage. FTP, name this sea of the Southern Ocean whose namesake ridge contains the 
South Orkney, South Shetland and South Sandwich Islands, and connects South America to Antarctica. 

Answer: Scotia Sea 

19. These mountains are the easternmost alternative of the home of a mystic sect of priests known as the Masters of the 
Heart according to the Ilm e-Kshnoom school of thought, and in a national mythology surrounding them, its highest 
point, rather than Ararat, is the resting place for Noah’s Ark. The Kandovan Tunnel is the chief route through its 
central section, while another pass in this range occurs above the Qisil Uzun and is the Qazvin, found upstream of its 
nation’s only olive growing region. A Hyrcanian (her-KAY-ni-an) forest on this range’s north slope is one of the most humid 
regions found in its nation, and was important habitat for a now-extinct large cat known locally as the Mazanderan (ma-ZAN-
de-ran) Tiger. The Alamut is a west-flowing river that begins in this range that casts a rain shadow on the Dasht-e-Kavir 
desert. This home of the dragon Azi Dahaka contains the second most prominent peak in Asia due to a sub-sea level plain 
beneath its northern foothills. FTP, name this mountain range whose highest peak is Mt. Damavand located north of Tehran 
on the southern shores of the Caspian Sea. 

Answer: Elburz or Reshteh-ye Kuhha-ye Alborz 

20. The Paraqra (pa-RA-kra) Mummy is a skeleton whose remains are visible within this feature. Project Majes (MA-
hes) involves the building of a canal beginning in this feature. Its lower portion is accessed from Cabanaconde (ka-ba-
na-KON-day). The Fure waterfall is located on this feature’s namesake river. The oasis of San Galle (san GA-ye) is 
located within this feature whose cave of Mollepunku (mo-ye-PUN-ku) includes important paintings representing the 
domestication of the Alpaca. Callalle (ka-YA-ye) and Achoma are settlements within this feature populated by the kiwicha 
and quinoa-growing Collaguas (ko-YA-gwas) and Cabanas people, who still use agricultural terraces built by their Huari 
(WA-ri) ancestors. Cruz del Condor Overlook is a viewpoint over this feature which reaches its deepest point near Huambo 



(WAM-bo), a depth that is subject to a disputed record involving nearby Cotahuasi (ko-ta-WA-see). FTP, name this gorge, 
either the first or second deepest in South America, named for the main river of Arequipa (a-re-KEE-pa) Region in Peru. 

Answer: Colca Canyon 

21. In its upper course this river flows through the lands of the Ndasa and Tchitchege (chi-CHE-ge), and it ends in the 
lands of the Myene-speaking Pangwe. A logging road that parallels this river passes through its dreaded Forêt des 
Abeilles (fo-RAY de-sa-BAYS), a bee-infested wilderness referred to as the Cursed Forest. A department named for 
this river contains the only site technetium has been naturally produced on Earth, the Oklo Mine of Mounana, a 
former natural nuclear reactor. Most of this river’s tributaries, including the Leyou, Ofoué and Ougoulou rise on the 
watershed of the Chaillu Massif, though its longest tributary is the northern Ivindo. Franceville is the chief city of its upper 
basin. Up to a fifth of this river’s water ends up in the Nkomi Lagoon, the southern portion of its delta near Port-Gentil. A 
canal connects Lake Onangue to this river near Lambaréné (lam-BA-re-ne), where it flows past a former leper colony 
established by Albert Schweitzer. FTP, name this chief river of Gabon. 

Answer: Ogooué River 

22. A proposal to drain this body of water involves a giant dike north of Sunday Island and reversing the Harricana (ha-
ri-KA-na) River to flow into Lake Timiscaming (ti-mis-KA-ming). Much of the driftwood flushed into this body of 
water ends up on a beach on the Solomons Temple Islands. The Attawapiskat (a-ta-wa-PIS-kat) River flushes detrital 
diamonds into this body of water from the upriver Victor Mine. A massive project named for this body of water 
created the stepped spillway of the Robert-Bourassa Dam and transferred most of the Eastmain River into the La Grande 
River at great expense to the Chisa and Waskaganish (was-ka-GA-nish) peoples. A railway to this body of water terminates 
at the port of Moosone in its southern extension of Hannah Bay. Most communities on this bay belong to the first nations of 
the Cree, which once hunted on Akimiski (a-ki-MIS-ki) Island, which with Charlton Island makes up the southernmost land 
of the territory of Nunavut. Located south of Cape Henrietta Maria, FTP, name this southern extension of Hudson Bay. 

Answer: James Bay or Wînipeqw 

23. The second ruler of a predecessor of this present-day country is buried in a tomb that faces Niushou Mountain and is 
one of only two foreign monarchs interred in China. The Labu Forest Reserve protects lowland forests of its 
Temburong Strip, which contains its highest point, Pagon Peak. A district of this nation’s capital consists mainly of stilt 
houses occupying mangrove swamps, Kampong Ayer, which contrast with the opulence of its 29-gold-domed mosque, the 
Omar Ali Saifuddien (sai-fu-DEN). Most of the wealth of this country originates in the Seria district in its southwest, which 
hosts an oil refinery, and it exports its petroleum products via a port on the Muara River. This country also hosts the 
secretariat of the business council of the ASEAN group of nations. FTP, name this “abode of peace” home to the world’s 
most wealthy sultanate whose capital is Bandar Seri Bagawan. 

Answer: Brunei-Darussalam 

24. A portage of the Wyandot at Bollingbrook connected this river, whose name either means “Elm River” or “Jawbone,” 
to the Tuscarawas (tus-ka-RA-was). Breakneck Creek joins this river following its exit from Lake Rockwell, and 
following a drainage north of the Mogadore Reservoir avoids the “Little” fork of this river. Below Yellow Creek it 
enters Beaver Marsh in a park which is known for its Ledges district as well as falls like Blue Hen and Brandywine Falls. 
That park also protects its confluence with its largest tributary, the Tinker. The Brecksville Dam was removed in 2020, 
though the Gorge Metropolitan Dam still submerges its namesake falls. An anaerobic section below the Newburgh and South 
Shore Bridge was rehabilitated following litigation of the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, which released cyanide into 
this river that was once said to “ooze” rather than “flow.” FTP, name this American river which flows from Hambden 
through Akron to Cleveland through its namesake national park hosting valley, known for its tendency to catch fire. 

Answer: Cuyahoga River 

25. Most of the architects in these islands belong to its the guild Tufuga fau fale, which maintains its tradition of fale tele, 
or round house building. The still submerged Vailulu’u (vai-lu-LOO-oo) Seamount will be this island group’s 
youngest member. The Liu Bench is an unstable escarpment on Ta’u island in this group that is a major tsunami 
threat to a neighboring nation. Mt. Matavanu (ma-ta-VA-noo) is a volcano in these islands that erupted in 1915. This island 
chain, once known as the Navigator Islands, contains a division that has its nation’s highest rate of military enlistment, 
protects that nation’s flying fox population in its southernmost national park, and contains its southernmost point, Rose Atoll. 
That division lies east of the International Date Line on Tutuila, while a nation with this name lies on Sava’i and Upolu. FTP, 
name these islands administered by the United States from Pago Pago and a country with capital Apia. 

Answer: Samoan Islands 



26. One of the ethnic groups in this state practices the customary marriage of the nokrom, which involves the youngest 
son-in-law assuming the nuptial duties of his father-in-law at the time of his death. Another ethnic group in this state 
speaks its nation’s only Mon-Khmer (KMAI) language, and another practiced human sacrifice as late as the 20th 
Century. Those ethnic groups name the primary topographic features in this state, as the western Garo and central 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills merge to create its defining tableland, which interacts with north-flowing monsoon moisture 
to give its root-bridge building village of Cherrapunji (che-ra-PUN-jee) the title for the highest recorded rainfall in a single 
year. That record rainfall feeds the Nohkalikai (no-KA-li-kai) Falls, its nation’s tallest, and the Seven Sisters waterfall, which 
also names a group of states of which this state is a part. With a name meaning “abode of the clouds,” FTP, name this Indian 
State located between Assam and Bangladesh, whose capital is the hill-tract city of Shillong. 

Answer: Meghalaya 

27. The seasonal precipitation of this region’s western portion gives rise to dunes like the Medános de los Naranjos (me-
DA-nos de los na-RAN-hos). The Arroyo Vallimarica (a-RO-ya va-yi-ma-RI-ka) is a canal that waters its southern 
portion. In its northeast it combines with rolling hills to produce the coxilhas (ko-SHEEL-yas) landform, while the 
Ventana Hills are found in its southeast. This landform grades into the Añatuya (a-nya-TU-ya) Marshes in its north. 
In another country, a museum devoted to the culture of this region is found at Tacuarembó (ta-kwa-rem-BO). A state 
with capital Santa Rosa is named for this region. Alfalfa and wheat farms characterize its west, or Dry region between Bahía 
Blanca and Santa Fé, while its eastern portion extends roughly between Tandil and Mar del Plata and is devoted to cattle and 
sheep, which are raised on estancias. FTP, name these plains between the Río Colorado and the Salado Norte whose large 
fauna was mainly rounded up and corralled by gauchos, the central plains of Argentina. 

Answer: the Pampas 

28. An endonym for this island originates from a salt-lick on a tributary of the Ulian River which was mined by its Ati 
population. Those people celebrate the Binirayan (bi-ni-RAY-an) Festival on this island which they call Simsiman, 
and play a part in a controversial work of historiography that also includes the Romance of Sumakwel and 
Kapinangan (ka-pi-NAN-gan), the Maragtas of Pedro Alcantara Monteclaro. Bugtong Bato is a seven-tiered waterfall 
on the west coast of this island. The east of this island contains the karst topography of the Bulabong Puti-An national 
park. A home on this island, the Casa Mariquit (ma-ri-KEET) is noted for being a diplomatic center, and received Hirohito 
and Lyndon Johnson. That city also contains a church with a double-pyramid that served its Kinaray population as a fortress 
against Islamic raiders, the Miagao. The Hiligaynon (hee-lee-GAY-non) people form the plurality among this island’s people 
groups. FTP, name this westernmost island of the Visayan Archipelago located across the Guimaras Strait from Negros, a 
triangular mountainous island of the central Philippines containing the cities of Roxas and Iloilo. 

Answer: Panay 

29. The northern portion of this forest is accessed by the Salazie and Pasquiere trails. The main product of this forest was 
used to make kashkul bowls for wandering Sufis, but was considered royal property by the Hilaalee (hi-LA-lee) 
Dynasty, and owning one was punishable by death. It is located beneath the summit of the Fond Azore, and a trail 
through it is noted for its view south to La Digue Island. This place is located between the cities of Grand Anse and Baie 
Sainte Anne. This site was the center of an Eden myth propagated by Charles Gordon due to its high number of endemic 
species, which include Millionaire’s Salad, the Thief Palm, and the Pandanus Screw Palm. The Black Parrot and Blue Pigeon 
are found in this forest which contains a tree whose seeds are the largest in the plant kingdom. FTP, name this valley 
containing a unique palm forest located on the island of Praslin, famous for its coco de mer, a nature reserve in the 
Seychelles. 

Answer: Vallée de Mai Forest (prompt on Praslin National Park) 

30. Mendebar Market in this city is noted for its sale of nearly exclusively recycled metalwork and is found near its 
Khulafa al-Rashidun Mosque. Its autocephalous cathedral contains protruding beams known as its “monkey heads.” 
The first modernist city to be listed by UNESCO, this city contains the the Casa del Formaggio (ka-sa del for-MA-jo) 
and the Villa Roma ambassador’s residence, as well as the futurist airplane-shaped Fiat Tagliero (fi-YAT ta-LYE-ro) 
Building. This city’s main gathering space is a square in front of its Ende Mariam Cathedral, built to emulate the tukul style 
of its country’s southern neighbor. This city at the top of the Pendice Orientale (pen-DI-chay o-rien-TA-lay) was founded by 
a merger of the Shelele, Sherenser and Gurtom tribes, which took a name meaning “the four women made them unite” in 
Tigrinya. A tank graveyard in this city’s Den Den Camp testifies to its role in a long civil war. FTP, name this Mussolini-
designed war-torn capital of Eritrea. 

Answer: (Arbate)-Asmara 



Tiebreakers 

31. The chromite-rich Tiebaghi (tee-BA-hi) Massif is also a source of this metal, and other mines in its source location 
include the Nepuoi, Goro and Etoile du Nord. Weathering of the ultrabasic Mt. Humboldt Plateau serpentines has 
enriched this commodity within a saprolite zone, whose presence is indicated by a leach cap of iron-bearing Terre 
Rouge. Hydroelectric plants at Yate and Neaoua (NYOW-a) provide most of the electricity for that source, 75% of 
which goes to the extraction of this commodity. An industry surrounding this commodity has socially stratified rural parts of 
its island source, whose cultures have dropped their kanak roots and adopted the caldoche way of life, and by the 1920s 
Asian migrants brought in to work the mines outnumbered cultures like the Xaracu (sha-RA-ku) and Ningone. This metal is 
refined from garnierite at a foundry near Noumea (nu-MAY-a). FTP, name this metal, one fourth of whose world budget is 
mined from laterite deposits on New Caledonia. 

Answer: Nickel 

32. An extreme northeast extension of this administrative district is taken up by the Parc-St Roman tower, whose parking 
lot is actually located in the nation to its east. A new neighborhood called Le Portier is designed off what is now this 
district’s east coast. Its Avenue d’Annunciade (a-ve-NU da-NUN-si-yad) features its Alexandre Giraldi-designed 
Odeon Tower, its nation’s tallest, in its Larousse division, while its Japanese Gardens and Neptune Beach, as well as the 
performing arts museum, the Villa Sauber, are found in its Lorvotto District. The first performance of Saint-Saens’ opera 
Helene was at this division’s Salle Garnier Opera House. Its namesake district includes L’Hermitage (ler-mi-TAZH) and 
overlooks the Port of Hercules from the north. The wealthiest of its country’s four quartiers, FTP, name this district that gives 
its name to a type of chaos modeling algorithm using random numbers, known for housing a massive casino in Monaco. 

Answer: Monte Carlo (accept Larousse before “Le Portier”); prompt on “Monaco” 

33. This city overprinted the earlier town of Shartash, a community of Old Believers. This city’s theatre district includes 
the Kolyada and GAOB theatres. A gem known as the Mistress of Copper Mountain and an ancient wooden 
sculpture, the Big Shigir Idol, are to be found in museums in this city. The 20th Century saw this city’s industrial 
revolution, which included ball bearing production and biochemical warfare development, although iron produced here had 
already been incorporated into the Statue of Liberty. This city’s best-known landmark is a 5-domed cathedral, the Church on 
the Blood, which commemorates an act that led this city to be renamed Sverdlovsk. FTP, name this city in the eastern Ural 
Mountains, Russia’s third largest, where, in a basement in 1918, Tsar Nikolas II was executed. 

Answer: Yekaterinburg (accept Sverdlovsk until that is stated) 


